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The four week long orientation course organized by the department of Urdu, University 
of Jammu in collaboration with Human Resource development centre, University of 
Jammu concluded here today by organizing a valedictory function. The valedictory 
function was presided over by Dean Sciences Prof. Naresh Padha while AG Mir ADG 
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Head Quarters was the chief guest on the occasion. Mohd Ashraf Malik former Joint 
Director Finance, Prof. Shohab Inayat Malik, Dean Faculty of Arts and HOD Urdu, Prof. 
Rahul Gupta, Director HRDC and Ranjeet Kalra Asstt Director HRDC also grace the 
presidium. 
At the very outset Prof. Shohab Inayat Malik presented the welcome address. He threw 
light on the activities which were done during the past one month. He informed that 
various luminaries of various subjects interacted with the participants. He hope that the 
participants would share their knowledge with the students of their respective colleges. 
Prof. Rahul Gupta threw light on the activities which is being organized by HRDC. He 
informed that HRDC was established IN 2006 and since then it has Organized 41 
Orientation Courses and a number of Refresher courses. He hoped that knowledge 
gained by the Asstt. Professors of the orientation course would be utilized in a better 
way with the students of the colleges. 
AG Mir while speaking on the occasion hope that budding teachers should have an 
positive attitude. He also threw light on some of the incidents which occurred with him 
during his service in Bihar. He appeal the principals of colleges to allow the Assistant 
Professors for these types of course as it enrich the knowledge. 
Prof. Naresh Padha too spoke on the occasion and congratulated the HRDC for 
organizing a beneficial course for teachers. Prof. Ranjeet Kalra presented a vote of 
thanks. The speakers included Dr. Shriya Bakshi and Dr. Zain ul Abdeen threw light on 
the outset came and described it s successful one. 
It is pertinent to mention here that orientation course was organized by the department 
of urdu in collaboration with the HRDC . Near about 55 newly appointed Asstt 
Professors from various Universities and colleges within and outside the state 
participated in the course. After the termination of the course the certificates were 
distributed to the participants by the chief Guest AG Mir. The department of urdu in 
collaboration with the HRDC, University of Jammu also honoured the AG Mir a shawl 
and a Bouquet. Besides the participants of the course the valedictory function was 
attended by students, scholars and faculty member of the urdu department. 
The four week long orientation course organized by the department of Urdu, University 
of Jammu in collaboration with Human Resource development centre, University of 
Jammu concluded here today by organizing a valedictory function. The valedictory 
function was presided over by Dean Sciences Prof. Naresh Padha while AG Mir ADG 
Head Quarters was the chief guest on the occasion. Mohd Ashraf Malik former Joint 
Director Finance, Prof. Shohab Inayat Malik, Dean Faculty of Arts and HOD Urdu, Prof. 
Rahul Gupta, Director HRDC and Ranjeet Kalra Asstt Director HRDC also grace the 
presidium. 
At the very outset Prof. Shohab Inayat Malik presented the welcome address. He threw 
light on the activities which were done during the past one month. He informed that 
various luminaries of various subjects interacted with the participants. He hope that the 
participants would share their knowledge with the students of their respective colleges. 
Prof. Rahul Gupta threw light on the activities which is being organized by HRDC. He 
informed that HRDC was established IN 2006 and since then it has Organized 41 
Orientation Courses and a number of Refresher courses. He hoped that knowledge 
gained by the Asstt. Professors of the orientation course would be utilized in a better 
way with the students of the colleges. 



AG Mir while speaking on the occasion hope that budding teachers should have an 
positive attitude. He also threw light on some of the incidents which occurred with him 
during his service in Bihar. He appeal the principals of colleges to allow the Assistant 
Professors for these types of course as it enrich the knowledge. 
Prof. Naresh Padha too spoke on the occasion and congratulated the HRDC for 
organizing a beneficial course for teachers. Prof. Ranjeet Kalra presented a vote of 
thanks. The speakers included Dr. Shriya Bakshi and Dr. Zain ul Abdeen threw light on 
the outset came and described it s successful one. 
It is pertinent to mention here that orientation course was organized by the department 
of urdu in collaboration with the HRDC . Near about 55 newly appointed Asstt 
Professors from various Universities and colleges within and outside the state 
participated in the course. After the termination of the course the certificates were 
distributed to the participants by the chief Guest AG Mir. The department of urdu in 
collaboration with the HRDC, University of Jammu also honoured the AG Mir a shawl 
and a Bouquet. Besides the participants of the course the valedictory function was 
attended by students, scholars and faculty member of the urdu department. 

 

 

Advisor Ganai, Gulzar, inaugurate 3-day 'Jashn-e-
Gulzar' 
 12 Mar 2019 

 
The Golden Jubilee celebration of Jammu University today began with “Jashn-e-
Gulzar”, with the inaugural ceremony witnessing participation of some world famous 
Indian writers and poets. Advisor to Governor Khurshid Ahmed Ganai, in presence of 
eminent Film Director, legendry poet and writer Gulzar inaugurated the three day high 



profile cultural event organized by the Department of Urdu and Dean Student Welfare 
as part of celebrations of the University which will continue for the entire year. 
 
Vice Chancellor Jammu University, Prof. Manoj K Dhar, Professor and a Canadian Urdu 
writer Dr Taqi Abedi, HoD Urdu, Prof Shohab Inayat Malik, Dean Student Welfare, Prof 
S S Jamwal, Director Information, Gulzar Ahmed Dar, Registrar University of Jammu Dr 
Meenakshi Kilam other dignitaries and a large number of writers, poets, intellectuals 
and lovers of literature from different parts of the Country and state attended the event. 
 
Speaking on the occasion, the Advisor said that such programmes provide a perfect 
platform to budding writers and poets to scale up their talent and skills in the world of 
literature. He hailed the contribution of Gulzar Saheb towards Bollywood through some 
of the most iconic films like Aandhi, Mausam, Parichay, Mere Apne, Maachis etc then to 
poetry and to Urdu, the language of his poetry. He said that Gulzar sahib is a household 
name in the country and a symbol and ambassador of India’s composite culture also 
known as Ganga Jamuni Tehzeeb. 
 
“Gulzar Sahib has been working with government organizations, including National 
Council for Promotion of Urdu Language (NCPUL) and for that his contribution has been 
of great value” Ganai said. 
 
Underlining the need for further promotion and propagation of Urdu language, the 
Advisor said that this language was born in India and is by all definitions and standards 
an Indian language. “It is a matter of great satisfaction that MoHRD has setup NCPUL 
and is also supporting the Universities for promotion and propagation Urdu language,” 
he noted. He said the government is taking all requisite steps to promote the language. 
 
Ganai appreciated the role of Jammu University for organizing literary events and 
stressed upon on holding of more such events. He emphasized on the need to work 
inventively to stem the challenges that are causing decline to the language and thanked 
the Department of Urdu for taking the call to support the language. 
 
Legendry Bollywood icon, Gulzar, presented a bunch of his heart throbbing creations 
which mesmerized the audience. 
 
Eminent poets from across the country and artists of Information Department 
participated in the event and enthralled the audience with their verses. 
 
The participating poets included Khushbir Singh Shaad, Mukesh Alam, Adil Farhat, 
Jeevan Sharma, Dharmesh Nargotra and others. 

 

 



Three day Jashan –e-Gulzar celebrations organized by 
the department of Urdu 
 13 Mar 2019 
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On the 2nd day of the three day Jashan –e-Gulzar celebrations which is being 
organized by the department of Urdu in collaboration with Dean Student Welfare. An 



international seminar on the “Life and works of Gulzar” was organized today in the Prof. 
Gian Chand Jian seminar hall of the department of Urdu. In presence of reputed Film 
Maker, Writer, Director and poet Gulzar , like yesterday and today Gulzar was the main 
attraction of the hundreds of Audience including Students, scholars and respectable 
citizens. The world renowned critic and researcher of Urdu Dr. Taqi Abedi presented a 
detailed key note address on the poetry and writing of living legend ‘Gulzar’. He said 
Urdu is a language of love, brother-hood and mutual understanding and Gulzar is a 
symbol of Urdu language and literature. Prof. Taqi Abedi said that Urdu should not be 
related to any religion as Geta, Kuran, Ramayan and Guru Grant Sahib has been 
written in Urdu by so many writers. The language was, is and would be for one and all. 
It has produced poets like Gulzar, who invented a new genre “Trivani”. Dr. Taqi Abedi 
threw light on the form of ‘Trivani’ in detailed and advice the students to write ‘Trivani’ as 
it is the need of 21st century. Prof. Shohab Inayat Malik in his presidential address 
announced that “Trivani” will be thought in the university syllabi as well as in college 
syllabi. He stressed to motivated the new which could be only and only by Gulzar. Prof. 
Shohab Inayat Malik said that Gulzar was born on Dena now in Pakistan. He had 
written on tragedy of partition. He was migrated from Dena to Mumbai where he started 
work in different capacities. He worked with renowned actor Sanjeev Kumar. Dr Asif 
Almi, Dr. Farhat Shamim, Dr. Shehnaz Qadri, Khalid Hussain presnetd a detail paper 
highlighting the contribution of Gulzar made by service in capacities like film maker, 
writer, producer and director. The speaker described Gulzar a living legend and asked 
the audience to follow the writing of Gulzar, so that new generation could be know about 
his invention Trivani, while replying to various question of the audience Gulzar 
presented various verses depicting the tragedy of partition. He also presented a 
marvelous Nazam on Kashmir, which was highly appreciated by the audience . Gulzar 
said that urdu is a language of culture and it was alive and it would be alive. The 
audience asked various questions to the living legend regarding his personality, works 
and family, which he replied in a befitting manner. Dr Minakashi Kilam Registrar if the 
university of Jammu presented a formal vote of thanks while Dr. Reyaz Ahmed 
conducted the proceeding of the program 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
The Golden Jubilee celebration was organized by the 
Department of Urdu 
 14 Mar 2019 
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 “Urdu language has played a vital role in the freedom struggle of India, it is a language 
of composite culture of India, which is born in India and grown up in India. Today Urdu 
has its home as it is the language of a whole country called Pakistan, to relate urdu to a 
particular religion is not true as it has produced towering writers of other religion like 
Rajinder Singh Bedi, Pandit Rattan Nath Sarshar , Munshi Prem Chand and others” 
these words were spoken by eminent poet, writer Gulzar in the Valedictory function of 
Jashan –e-Gulzar, which was organized by the department of urdu , University of 
Jammu in collaboration with Dean Student Welfare. The three day Jashan-e- Gulzar 
ended today by organizing a valedictory function in the Prof. Gian Chand Jain seminar 
hall of the department of Urdu, University of Jammu. 
Those who were present in the valedictory function as guests include Farooq Khan the 
Governor of Lakshdeep, Prof. M.K. Dhar Vice Chancellor of the University of Jammu, 
Dr. Taqi Abedi from Canada, Faculty members and member of the civil society. Gulzar 
at length spoke on the contribution of Urdu language in maintaining communal harmony 
and mutual understanding. He informed that Urdu is his 1st and last love. It is a globally 
recognized language, therefore, language is developing day by day. He stressed the 
need to preserve the scripts of Urdu. “New generation should know the scripts of Urdu 
said Gulzar. He further said that though the new generation knows to speak Urdu but 
they do not know the script of language. Therefore, it is need of the hour to transfer the 
language to new generation along with the script of Urdu. Gulzar said today his name is 
because of Urdu and Urdu poetry. Urdu has given him a reorganization. He thanked 
university of Jammu particularly vice chancellor Prof. M.K. Dhar and HOD Urdu Prof. 
Shohab Inayat Malik for organizing his three day long Jashan. He said that he would 
never forget the love which he got from the people of Jammu. He described Jammu a 
place where different people belonging to different religions are living with Communal 
Harmony and Brother Hood. 
Farooq Khan who was the chief guest on the occasion described Gulzar a living legend. 



He said that he had never thought about sharing dice with Gulzar, but today he is lucky 
enough that he is sitting on the right side of the legendary poet who has discussed the 
tragedy of partition in his poetry as well as in prose. Gulzar according to Farooq Khan is 
a household name of every Indian, who has written some marvelous Urdu Nazams, 
which would be remember by one and all. Gulzar dedicated the last day of the Jashan 
to HOD Urdu Prof. Shohab Inayat Malik. According to Gulzar Prof. Malik has organized 
the function in a befitting manner. He described him a organizer par excellence. 
Dr Taqi Abedi while speaking on the occasion informed that he had witnessed various 
urdu function across the world but Jashan-e-Gulzar was unique in the sense that it was 
organized keeping in view the all the aspects of personality and works of Gulzar. The 
one day Inter-national seminar was highly standard as condemnable papers were 
presented on the life and works of Gulzar. Prof. M.K. Dhar Vice Chancellor of the 
University of Jammu while speaking on the occasion said that Gulzar who started the 
Golden Jubliee Celebration of University would be respected by the university of 
Jammu, for his kind gesture he would be welcomed again and again in the university of 
Jammu, which is one of the important university of the country. Prof. Dhar thanked the 
legendary poet for accepting his invitation to University of Jammu and started the 
Golden Jubilee Celebrations. 
Dr. Meenakshi Kilam Registrar of University of Jammu presented a formal vote of 
thanks. Earlier Gulzar on the 3rd day of Jashan released a number of books of budding 
writers of Jammu region. The writer whose books were released by Gulzar included Dr 
A.R. Manhas, Fozai Naseem Mugal, Samia Coudhary, Piarey Hatash, Dr. Ayoub. 
Gulzar lauded the efforts of budding writers for writing the book and hope that they will 
continue to popularize the urdu language through their writings. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Glowing tribute were paid to the reputed Urdu poet of 
the state Pandit Vidya Rattan Asi in a National 
Seminar 
 01 May 2019 
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Glowing tribute were today paid to the reputed Urdu poet of the state Pandit Vidya 
Rattan Asi in a National seminar organized by the department of Urdu, University of 
Jammu here today in the Prof. Gian Chand Jain seminar hall of the department of Urdu. 
Prof. Wahajuddin Alvi, Dean Faculty of Arts, Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi presided 
over the seminar, Prof. R.R. Sharma former Vice Chancellor of the University of Jammu 
grace the occasion as Chief Guest while Prof. Keshav Sharma , Dean Academic Affairs, 
University of Jammu was the Guest of Honour of the seminar. 
At the very outset Prof. Shohab Inayat Malik, Dean Faculty of Arts and HOD Urdu 
presented a welcome address. He described Pandit Vidya Rattan Asi a towering poet of 
Urdu language, who has written marvelous urdu poetry. His poetry is liked by one and 
all. Prof. Shohab further said that Asi was the poet of humanity and he projected the 
realities of life in his poetry. 
Prof. Wahajuuddin Alvi in his presidential address congratulated the department of Urdu 
for organizing a National seminar on the “life and works of Pandit Vidya Rattan Asi”. He 
informed that he had listen about the name of Asi earlier but not read his poetry. Today 
speakers who presented papers quoted his poetry which is a standard one. He also 
congratulated Dramesh Mangotra who compose the poetry of Asi and presented it 
before the audience. 
Prof. R.R. Sharma describes Urdu a language of love and brotherhood. He said that he 
had read Urdu from 1st class. Describing Iqbal a great poet. He describe Faiz Ahmed 
Faiz his favorite poet, who has written a poetry which is highly commendable. 
Earlier two papers were presented on the life and works of Vidya Rattan Asi. Dr. Asif 
and Aseer Kishtwari in their papers in detailed threw light on the life and works of Viday 
rattan Asi. They described his a unique poet having full command on urdu language and 
literature. They recited some of his popular Urdu verses which were highly likes by the 



audience. 
The main attraction of the seminar was the poetry of Asi compose by Darmesh 
Mangotra, who presented it in a musical form in a jam-packed hall. The audience highly 
appreciated the Ghazals sung by Darmesh Mangotra. 
The proceeding of the program was conducted by Dr. Mohd Reyaz Ahmed, Assoc,. 
Professor of the department of Urdu while vote of thanks was given by Dr. A.R. 
Manhas, Asstt. Professor of the department of Urdu, University of Jammu. Those who 
present on the occasion includes Dr. Chaman lal, Dr. Farhat Shamim, Khalid Hussain, 
Arsh Shahbai,Prof. Lalit Mangotra, Dr Aman, Pyasa Anjum, Dr. Baljeet Jour and others. 

 

Paying tribute to Rasa Javedani 
 28 May 2019 
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 “Rasa Javedani was not a poet of Kashmiri and Urdu par excellence but was also a 
man having secular thoughts. He was also a noble soul. After Rasool Mir Rasa 
Javedani is considered one of the tallest poet of Kashmiri language. He projected the 
realities of life in his poetry. His poetry gives a message of love, brotherhood and 
communal harmony. These words were spoken by Vice Chancellor of Jammu University 
Prof.M.K.Dhar on the occasion of Yom-E-Rasa which was organized by Deptt. of Urdu 
in collaboration with Rasa Javedani memorial literary society Jammu in the Prof.Gian 
Chand Jain Seminar Hall of the Urdu Department. 
Noted Urdu poet and close associate of Rasa Javedani Arsh Sehbai presided over the 
function while noted historian Aseer Kishtwar was the Guest of honour. Paying tribute to 
Rasa Javedani, Arsh Sehbai recall those days when he use to recite in mushairas with 
legendary poet. He described Rasa Javedani a poet having full command on Urdu 
poetry. Arsh further said that Rasa was a secular from core of his heart. It is the need of 
hour to spread the poetry of Rasa Javedani to younger generation. He described him 
the only Ghazal writer In Kashmiri language who wrote Kashmiri Ghazal keeping in view 
the form of Ghazal .His Kashmiri poetry is popular throughout the Kashmiri speaking 
belt of Jammu region as well as of Kashmir. 
Aseer Kishtwari recall those days when he was the student of GDC Bhaderwah he used 
to sit with Rasa Javedani in different Musharia organized in different parts of the 
Chenab valley. He was a thorough gentle man said Aseer. 
The main attraction of Yom E Rasa is the poetry which were composed by Ghazal 
Singer of the state like Jasmeet Kour, Ravi Thakur and Majeed Lateef. The audience 
highly appreciated the Ghazal singers. They were accompanined by neeraj verma on 
Tabla, Mohd Ishaq on Tabla and Ravi Thakur and Gori Shanker on harmonium. 



Earlier in his welcome address Prof. Shohab Inayat Malik HOD Urdu, Dean faculty of 
Arts and president Rasa Javedani Memorial literary society, in detail threw light on the 
life and works of Rasa Javedani. He informed that Rasa Javedani was born in 
Bhaderwah in 1901. During his school time he started writing Kashmiri poetry. He wrote 
Urdu as well as Kashmiri Poetry and got name and fame in both languages through out 
the sub continent. His “Kuliyat” was published two years back by Rasa Javedani 
Memorial literary society. The “kuliyat” was compiled by Tanvir Ibne Rasa. Aseer 
Kishtwari, Bashir Bhaderwahi. The “Kuliyat” got tremendous appreciation from urdu and 
Kashmiri literary circle said Prof.Shohab. He further said Rasa in Kashmir is a 
household name in Kashmir because of his kashmiri poetry sung by Ghulam Nabii 
Dolowal.His poetry has a great relevance as it gives message of national integration 
and communal harmony concluded Prof.Shohab. 
The Yom-e -Rasa was attended by a large number of students, scholars and 
respectable citizens. Dr. Mohd Reyaz conducted the proceedings of the programme 
while Dr.A.R.Manhas presented formal vote of thanks. Dr. Chaman Lal and Dr. Farhat 
shamim was also present on the occasion. 

 

 

WORLD URDU CONFERENCE INAUGURATED BY 
VICE CHANCELLOR OF JU 
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The two day World Urdu Conference being organized by the department of urdu, 
University of Jammu was today inaugurated by Prof. M.K.Dhar Vice Chancellor, 
University of Jammu in the Brigadier Rajinder Singh Auditorium, University of Jammu. 
The two day World Urdu Conference being organized by the department of urdu, 
University of Jammu in collaboration National Council for Promotion of Urdu language, 
New Delhi (NCPUL) and World Urdu Association, New Delhi in connection with the 
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Golden Jubilee celebrations of University of Jammu the topic of the conference is 
“Depiction of Regional Culture and Tradition in Urdu Literature”. 
In his address Prof.Dhar described Urdu a sweet language of the country which has 
united the country from Kashmir to Knaya Kumari. He said that Urdu had produced 
towering poets and writers like Galib, Mir, Prem Chand and Rajinder Singh Bedi. These 
writers had presented the regional culture and Tradition in their writing of their 
respective regions. Prem Chand has depicted the culture and tradition which was 
existing in the villages of uttar Pradesh, similarly Krishan Chander presented the beauty 
of Kashmir in his writings, every writer of Urdu has written on culture and tradition of 
their respective regions. The conference is important in its sense that it will provides 
more knowledge to the budding students , scholars of University of Jammu. Prof. M.K. 
Dhar Vice Chancellor of the University of Jammu congratulated the department of Urdu 
for organizing two day World Urdu Conference on a very important subject. He welcome 
the delegates from Egypt, London, UK, Bangladesh, Iran and Canada for coming 
University of Jammu despite the fact that there is a disturbance in the State and hope 
that their Research papers will be beneficial for the students, scholars and Civil Society 
Members. Prof. M.K. Dhar also spoke on the rich literature of urdu and describe urdu 
one of the sweetest language of the world. 
 
Dr Taqi Abedi in his detailed keynote address critically analyzed both poetry and prose 
where regional culture has been depicted by various towering Urdu Writer of Urdu. He 
started from Quli Kutub Shah to till date where regional culture has been depicted by 
the poets in their verses and quoted some important verses of different poets, where 
regional culture and tradition has been depicted. In Prose he too started from Daccan 
where he discuss the regional culture and tradition in Sabras. Similarly he too presented 
a detailed summary of prose writings in other parts of India. 
 
Earlier welcome address was presented by HOD Urdu and Dean Faculty of Arts Prof. 
Shohab Inayat Malik, in which he threw light on the Aims and objectives of the two day 
World Urdu Conference. He informed that it is the biggest World Urdu Conference 
which has been organized by the department of Urdu in the history of University of 
Jammu. Prof. Shohab further rinfromed that the papers which would be presented by 
the scholars in the conference would be published in a book form for the benefits of 
New Generation. 
Earlier Rasa Javedani Memorial Award was presented to Prof. M.K. Dhar, Vice 
Chancellor by Rasa Javedani Memorial Literary Society, Jammu for his contribution to 
life Science and for making University culturally a vibrant one. Prof. Khawaja Ekram Ud 
Din, Chairman World Urdu Association presented a Vote of thanks while proceeding o f 
the program was conducted by Dr. Mohd Reyaz Ahmed, Associate Professor of the 
department of Urdu, University of Jammu. 
Later a academic session was also organized in the department of urdu. The session 
was presided over by Prof. Shehnaz Anjum, Prof. Khawaja Ekram-ud-Din. Those who 
presented papers include Dr. Nusrat Jahan, Prof. Mola Baksh, Dr. Ali Abass, Dr. 
Farzana Lutfiee, Dr Zaneb . Later a Sham-e-Ghazal was also organized in the Brigadier 
Rajinder Singh Auditorium in which Ustad Saqawat Hussain Khan perform besides 
Saqawat Hussain Khan, Deepali Watal too entertain the audience by singing some 



Ghazals. Jb Farooq Ahmed Khan , Advisor to Hon’ble Governor was the Chief Guest on 
the occasions 

WORLD URDU CONFERENCE CONCLUDED 
 17 Sep 2019 

The two day world urdu conference organized by the department of urdu, University of 
Jammu in connection with the Golden Jubilee Celebration of University of Jammu in 
collaboration with National Council for Promotion of Urdu language, (NCPUL) New Delhi 
and World Urdu Association, New Delhi today concluded by organizing a valedictory 
function in Prof. Gian Chand Jain Seminar Hall of the department of Urdu. Various 
speakers described the Conference a successful one, where paper were presented by 
different scholars from India as well as Abroad. 



Certificates were distributed to the participants of the conference. The valedictory 
function was presided over by reputed historian Aseer Kishtwari while Prof. Shohab 
Inayat Malik, Dr Mohd Reyaz Ahmed, Dr Chaman lal, Dr A.R. Manhas , Farhat Shamim 
also shared the presidium. Those who spoke in the valedictory function include Ghulam 
Rubbani from Bangladesh, Fahim Akhter from London and Farzaneh Lotfiee from Iran 
and Zaneb Zaneb sadeequi from Iran. 
Earlier two Academic sessions were held. The Academic sessions were attended by 
students, scholars and respectable citizens included members of the Media. Prof. Aftab 
Ahmed Afaqui, Prof. Aslam Jamsheed Puri, Prof.Mula Baksh, Mr. Khalid Husssain, Prof. 
Rizi-ul-Rehman, Aseer Kishtwari, Prof. Ali javeed, Dr Shohab Zafer Azami presided 
over the two Academic session. The papers presenters of the session were Ghulam 
Rubanni, Dr Hasnuly Banna, Dr Altaf Anjum, Dr Nusrat Jabeen, Dr Altaf Huaain 
naksbandi, Dr Azhar Alam, Dr Ali Abass , Dr Shehnaz Qadri. 
A question answer session was also held during the academic session. Dr A.R. 
Manhas, Dr Farhat Shamim, Dr Chaman lal, Dr Reyaz Ahmed conducted the different 
session of the conference. The conference was attended by large number of students of 
the different department of University, Research Scholars and large number of civil 
society Members. Resource Person from Kerala, Calcutta , Merutt, Patna, Banaras, 
Srinagar, London, Canada, Iran, Bangladesh, Egypt made the two day World Urdu 
Conference a memorable one 

 

 


